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Meeting and mobility.
Ethnic diversity in the Dutch welfare state*
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This article deals with the question
to what extent welfare States help
or hinder inter-ethnic cohesion.
Der) ved from socio-psychological
theories, two indicators are proposed:
meeting and mobility. The first points
towards the possibilities of real
and repeated contact, while
the second refers to the absence

of insider/outsider boundaries.
The Dutch welfare state is presented
as an illustration of how to analyse
social policy when looking through
this lens. In both dimensions the
Dutch welfare state is acting poorly.
Educational policies as well as labour
market pol/des reduce the
possibilities of meeting and mobility.

229-244.

u. Introduction: the riglit question
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50 far, polilical and theoretical debates have portrayed welfare States and eth
dc diversity simply as each other’s opposites: the more diversity the less the
welfare state. The American weifare State has always been put forward as the
exernplary case to «prove» this «causa relation». in this country, resistance
to
redistribution is related closely to the belief that beneficiaries are «undeserv
ing» (Gilens, 1999). People from higher and rniddle class backgrounds do not
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wish to spend money om a welfare State that caters primarily for people with a
black or Latino background who have not tried hard enough to get work. Ate
sina and Gleaser’s (2004) recent study attempts to generalize from the Us ex
perience and concludes that the negative impact of ethno-racial diversity is a
more general phenomenon. They report a strong negative cross-country corre
lation between raciat diversity and social welfare spending across a wide range
of affluent and less developed nations. They add a serious warning to Europe:
if social security recipients change colour, the legitimacy of European welfare
States will erode.
A second strand of research [ocuses on the inverse causal relation and argues
that comprehensive welfare states are unable to integrate foreigners well while
countries with residual welfare states are well equipped to give possibilities
to
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This article is largely based os my contributions to two reports of the Scientific Coun
cii for Government Policy: De verzorgingssfoat herwogen (2006) and Identificatie met
Nederland (2007). 1 thank especially my colieagues Dennis Broeders and Ewald Engelen.
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ethnic minorities. While in Gerrnany the Netherlands and France eniployment
rates of ethnic minorities are 10w, the tabour markets of again the United
States but also of the lik seern to have more possibilities for ethnic ninorities
to gein status through making riioney (Wrr. 2006).
The relationship between ethnic diversity and welfare states is indeed an im
portant topic but it deserves a more precise, micro- and rnulti-disciplinary wel
fare-state approach than those described above. There are two reasons for a
different approach. Firstly, welfare States shoutd not be studied in terrns of
«big» and «small», «residual» or «comprehensive»: that is far too simple. In
addition, spending data on a macro level gives us no insight as to which poli
des hamper or hinder inter-ethnic social cohesion. Since the publication of
Esping-Andersen’s The Three Worids of Welfore Copitolism (1990) it is dear
that the study of welfare states needs to inctude domairm-specific analyses as
well as qualitative dimensions of wetfare states (see also Myles and St-Amnaud,
2006). For instance, when the Arnerican or British welfare states are presented
as successful integration machines, this probably relates to specific dimen
sions of social policy, such as the lack of institutional barriers in the labour
market and the tack of adequate social security. Ernployers are niotivated to
hire people as they can fire them easily whereas employees desperately
need incomne and are as a result highly motivated to work. Al the same time, we
know little about the effects of housing policy or education policy in these
countries. The main question in welfare State research should then be: to what
extent do specific policies hinder or improve inter-ethnic sociat cohesion.
Looking more precisely at specific policies also forces us to define what are
successful outcomes and for whon. This is the second reasor for a new ap
proach. In welfare State theories, the debate has concentrated on the empirical
and theoretical advantages and disadvantages of the concept of de
conirnodification (Esping-Andersen, 1990), which con be summnarised loosely
as: the tess dependence on the market, the better. The question is vahelher thi5
indicator is also fruitful in the area ofethnic diversity. First of all: in most coen
tries of Europe, employment has changed meaning. The active labour market
poticies that are now in place all over Europe indicate that people want to be
employed being dependent rather than independent om the labour market.
Secondly, the concept primarily has been developed to analyse class differ
ences and stratification, and t is doubtful whether It also has the potential to
serve as an indicator for other social differences. Researchers studying gender
for instance, argued that it would be preferable for women to depend on the
labour market than on the farnily. Therefore they introduced new concepts
such as «de-fanrilialisation» (see Krenier, 2007).
How should we then define positive outcomes when it concerns ethnicity? 50—
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dal policy outcornes shoutd not be judged exclusively
in terms of the status of
ethnic rninorities. Too often welfare state studies
focus too much on the (citi
zenship) rights of migrants, either whether they were
able «to get in the coun
try» om whether they achieved the sarne rights as natives
(e.g. Morissens and
Sainsbury, 2005). As gender studies are not only about
the position of women
but airn to focus on men too, the study of ethnicity should
not focus only on the
position of «outsiders». Consequently, the crucial indicator
is ethnic relations,
which also includes how ethnic najorities are faring.
In short: the issue at
stake is not the integratior of one group into the larger
society but the way so
ciety is dealing with diverse ethnic groups as a whole.
This article proposes two indicators of inter-ethnic
social cohesion: mobility
and meeting. These indicators are derived from
micro-sociological and social
psychological theory, which will be described in section
3. The central question
in this article is therefore how welfare-state policies
may hinder or produce
possibilities of meeting and mobility. Although this question
needs a compara
tive franiework, this article will focus on one exemplary
country to test the
fruitfulness of such en approach: the Netherlands. In
the next section, section
2, 1 will explain why this country is interesting,
whereas sections i and ana
lyse two domains of the Dutch welfare state: social
security and labour market
policy and the educational systen-r. To what extent do
these policies contribute
to er underniine possibilities of meeting and rnobility?

2.

The Dutchcase

In a recent survey of the European Foundation for the
lmprovement of Living
Conditions (2005), people were asked whether they
experienced tensions be
tween groups. Strikingly, all over Europe ethnic tensions
were feit much more
slrongty than tensions between rich and poor, men
and women, elderly and
young. In the Nethertands, around 6o% experienced
ethnic tensions, a per
centage simnitar to France, Belgiumn and Greece. A survey
of attitudes of native
Dutch showed already prior to 2001 that the majority
were afraid of Mus
Umos, not so much because they would take over their
jobs, but because they
would threaten the cultural identity of the nation (Sniderman
and Hagendoorn,
2007). Finally, during the 199os, contact
between native Dutch and people from
ethnic mrminorities decreased substantially: the process
of segregation at school,
atwork and in neighboumhoods continued (Gijsberts
and Dagevos, 2005).
What has happened in the Netherlands? The Netherlands
has atways had the
reputation of treating imnmnigrants well. Multicultural
policies ackrrowledged
different identities. In the 198os, children of immigrants,
for instance, had the
—

—
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right to [ive hours of inother-tongoe teaching per week, the inctusion
of ethnic
representation in the media (ethnic rninorities could have their
own broad
casting companies), funding to support cultural activities,
and the right to es
tablish schools on the basis of religion (Entzinger, 2006). For
some, the Neth
erlands could be consiclered as «a multicultural heaven» on
earth.
This practice was attacked in the early 199os, fiercely and
firstly by the Liberal
(in European terrns) Minister Bolkestein, who warned against the culture
of Is
lam that threatened the Dutch modernisation pathway.
A second haH-rnark
was a much-debated article in the Dutch newspaper entitled The
Multicultural
Tragedy, written by Paul Scheffer (2000). According to hirn,
Dutch rnulticultural
policies had failed: irnrnigrants were marginalised on large
a
scale. Due to the
focus on identity politics, too littie policy attention had been
given to stop eth
nic segregation, and irnprove qualifications of first- and
second-generation
immigrants. A new ethnic underclass was emerging, an uriderclass
of people
who did not feel attached at all to Dutch society. Scheffer’s
article niet a lot of
opposition, but it turned out that he had expressed what lot
a
of Dutch people
had feit. In the Netherlands in the 1990s, we saw a steady
decline in accep
tance of multiculturalism in the Dutch population (Dagevos,
Gijsberts, and van
Praag, 2003). When Fortuyn a right-wing comrrientator
and a not very suc
cessful academic decided to participate in the 2002 election,
t becarne dear
that many people in the Netherlands had feit that their resistance
to a rnulticul
tural society had gone unheard. Fortuyn — who could not
be cornpared to other
European right-wing populists such as Le Pen or Haider as
his populist move
rnent was based on a more cornprehensive ideology— was
niurdered before the
election. His party becarne nevertheless the second largest
in the Netherlands,
atthough the nurnberof seats dropped to only 8 fl 2003 (Entzinger,
2006).
These three political hallniarks revealed the end of the belief
in a niulticultural
dream. When in 2003 the parlianientary cornrnission which was
set up to study
the effects of the multicultu rat society announced its conctusion
—the integra
tion of irnmigrants has failed — mout political parties agreed.
In the meantirne,
at policy level, a shift occurred from rnutticulturalism towards
assirnilation:
support for courses in one’s rnother tongue evaporated,
and new imrnigrants
have to follow integration courses (and pay for them thernselves)
in which they
have to team the language and the rules of Dutch culture.
This article will look more closely at the broader policy framework:
the welfare
state. The Dutch welfare state is often considered as a
rnixture of the Social
Democratic and Conservative-Corporatist welfare regime in
which insider
outsider borders are welL preserved (Esping-Andersen 1990;
van Kersbergen
1995). To what extent does the Dutch welfare
state produce or hinder corinect
edness and identification between diverse ethnic groups?
Is t true that a new
—.
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ethriic underclass has emerged? To what extent has sociat policy contributeci to
the multicuttural resentments of native Dutch people? To be able to answer
these questions, 1 will first develop a framework for analysing inter-ethnic co
hesion. In the next paragraph we will show why meeting and mobility are cru
cial indicators to analyse society as well as social policies.

R S

3. Coma necteclness: meeting and mobility
2»

AJhat niakes people being able to live together peacefully, have positive im
ages, and identify with one another? In a famous anthropological study The es
tablished and the outsiders Elias and Scotson (1976) describe a town called
Winston Parva, which is the imaginary name of an English suburb. According to
Ihemn, the establishment developed a kind of group fantasy about themselves
in which they ascribed better characteristics to in-group members than to outgroup rnembers. This process of exclusion was not very blatant but very subtle:
gossip especially turned out to be the oil of the exclusion machine. What struck
Elias and Scotson is the [act that outsiders even started to [eet negative about
therriselves, and eventually the exclusion process led to self-exclusion. The
outsiders were unable to make a collective and strong stand against the es
tablishnient.
Elias and Scotson also showed that insiders developed implicit exclusion tac
tics especially at the moment the power difference between outsiders and in
siders became smaller. So when differentials becanie less blatant, boundary
setting becanie more important. This is also a rule that can be derived from so
dal psychology theories. When people feel threatened, politically, socially,
economnically, culturally or physically, they search for self-esteem, safety and
recognition, and this can be best offemed by being part of a group (e.g. Snider
man and Hagendoorn, 2007). Being inctuded in one group — Putnam (2000) has
labelled this as bonding — can thus be very convenient for individual group
rnemn bern.
The problem for social cohesion is the [act that group members may feel nega
live about people from other groups, as was the case in Winston Parva. Strong
positive in-group feelings may go along with strong negative out-group feel
ings. Besides, when people see other people as primarily ethnic, this often
means they have difficulty in acknowledging other identities of the person and
believe that this identity is not going to dhange. Ethnic identities are often per
ceived as static. People are then locked up in a Iess-valued, unchangeable,
negative characteristic (Tajfel, 1981). Moreover, in a much debated article, the
sociologist Robert Putnam (2007) has recently argued that ethnic diversity
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causes the loss of trust between ethnic groups as well as trust in society as a
whole. People in ethnically diverse neighbourhoods «hunker down». They be
have like turties and are not involved in society at large. In the short run, Putnam claims, there is a trade-off between diversity and community, whereas in
the long run, and on a more national level, diversity generates economic
wealth and creativity. Fle writes: «At the end we shall see the challenge is best
met not by making «them» like «us» but rather by creating a new, more capa
cious sense of «we», a reconstruction of diversity that does not bleach Out ethnic
specificities, but creates overarching identities that ensure that those specif’icities
do not trigger the allergic, «hunkerdown» reaction (Putnam, 2007, pp. 163-164).
The question is therefore how to overcorne elhnic tensions that evolve from
multi-cultural societies. The first answer is meeting, although not all encoun
Iers will produce good inter-ethnic relations: unknown, unloved is not always
true. Already in 1954, Allport the founding father of the contact hypothesis
showed that contact in itself would not per se result in positive feelings. Posi
tive effects were mout likely to develop when four conditioris were met: equal
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status among the groups who meet (i), intergroup contact requires co

operation between groups (2) and comrnon goals (3), and the contact situation
should be tegitimised through institutional support (). For more than fifty
years Allport’s conditions remained unfalsified, but a fifth one has been added:
the importance of friendship potential (s). This entails the potential of meeting
each other more than orice (preferably repeatedly), and in a friendly way (Pet
tigrew, 1998). Contact under these conditions Leads to a process of de
categorisation in which the other person is seen as an individual and not as a
group member. After extended contact people began to see themselves and
the other as part of a redefined larger group that comprises both in-group and
out-group members (Pettigrew, 1998). This means that the other is seen and
judged on functional grounds as an employee, citizen, niother or student
whereas ethnic backgrounds have been pushed into the background. This may in
fact lead to what Putnam has labelled as «the construction of a new us», a «new
us» that is not based on ethnicity but on functional grounds (see also Wrr, 2007).
Few places, however, can really meet the conditions necessary for positive con
tact. Historically the army used to be the meeting point where men of all ethnic
backgrounds could meet. t is the mout racially integrated of all Arnerica’s basic
institutions (Estlund, 2003; Putnam, zoo’). Another place to meet are schools,
as children have to cooperate, see each other regularly and are supervised. La
bour organisations are also crucial. In Working Together, Estlund (1998: 9) ar
gues that we are working together more than ever before. «We may be bowling
alone, but we are working together.» She argues that people are compelled by
their organisation, and by the governing rules and authority structures, to trust
—

—

and cooperate with others others whorn they rnight not choose as associates
in the intensive and concerted pursuit of concrete,
in a voluntary setting
shared objectives. Labour organisations increasingly contain the necessary
conditions to produce fruitful inler-ethnic contact.
Whereas contact is the first route to interconnectedness, the second route relates
to rnobility. This is a lesson drawn from social psychology and especially the so
called identity theory (Tajfel, 1981; Verkuyten, 2006). This theory can be summa
rised as follows: people retreat into their own group when they believe they can
not penetrate the other group or do not believe the position of the group as a
who le will improve. These terms are coined as the conditions of perrneability and
stability. This entails that when people from Turkish or Moroccan origin have the
feeling they will never achieve similar positions as native Dutch people (as a group
or as an individual) theywill tam inwards and focus on their own group. This also
applies to the more posverful group. II native Dutch people have the feeling they
will never be part of the other group they would not feel connected. In other
words, identification increases when people feel «it could be me». This has also
been argued in theories of the welfare state: collective arrangenients could only
developwhen people saw their (long-term) self-interest (van Oorschot, 2006).
Social identity theory also stresses a third condition: if people believe it is le
gitimate that sorne groups have more status and power than other groups,
status differentials are accepted. îhis has been coined as the condition of le
gitirnacy. 1f ii is considered lust that highly educated people earn more money
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than the lesu educated, no intergroup tensions will exist. The condition of Ie

gitimacy also explains why discrirriination often causes an in-group focus
people cannot identify ivith more powerful groups when they feel they are dis
crimninaled on the basis of ethnicity. The condition of legitirnacy also urges us
to relhink social policy: rnulticultural policies are now less legitimate than they
were in the past and this may cause inter-ethnic tensions.
In short, meeting and mobility can both be used as indicators of inter-ethnic
social cohesion or connectedness. Rather than focusing on one group the
status of irnmigrants rnobility and contact focus on society as a whole and
also inctude the way ethnic majorities are dealing with new groups. In the next
two sections we turn to the Dutch welfare state: how does social policy under
mnineorproduce inter-ethnic contact and rnobility.
—

—
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4. Social security ûnd the labour rriarket
hVhen immnigrants inoved to the Netherlands on a large scale, the social secu
rity scheme was more generouswith less strict eligibility criteria than it is now.
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The economic crisis of the 19805 made rnany male industrial workers redun
dant, a lot of them of Turkish or Moroccan origin. Now, two decades later, peo
ple from Turkish, Moroccan, but also Surinamese and Antillean backgrounds
are still much more likely to receive benefits than natives, as table 1 reveals.
People from ethnic minority background are especially dependent on Social
Assistance, which is less generous than work-related benetits, although the
Wao (Disability Benefit) has served as an important trajectory out of the labour
market, especiatly for Turks. Turks often worked in heavy industries which
wear them out at a relatively young age. Employers used this route for abun
dant employees and doctors cooperated as they also believed these male mi
grants would not get a job in the new service economy (Dagevos et al., 2006).

to sociat security has become stigrnatised and is not offering a positive, corn
nion identity to receivers. In other words, «being on the dole together» is not
counting towards social cohesion.
The meeting deficit

For ethnic relations, high unermpLoyment of ethnic minority groups is the major
problem. 1f you are out of the labour market, you cannot work together. In
1990, 24 percent of ethnic rninority groups were unemployed. When labour
market shortages rose the unemploynient rate declined to 9% 1fl 2002
(Scp/VVodc/Cbs, 2005), but this recovery was not structural. When a small re
cession occurred in 2005, the unernploynient rate of people with ethnic minor
ity backgrounds rose again to 16°!», whereas this percentage was for native
Dutch people (ScpfWodc/Cbs, 2005).

0
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Table i Persons on benefits 15-6 years old (yeor 2003)
-

ul
>

Benefits totat*

Disability
lWao)

Social security
(Abw)

Unemployrnent
(Ww)

24,6

7,6
13,6

13,9

15,9

22,1

9,7
8,7

4
5,4
4.6

23,7

4,5

16,2

3,9
3.6

21,4

2,9

i6,i

2,9

12.9

8.7

2,1

2.6
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Non-western (total)
Turks
Moroccans
Surinamese
Anlilleans
Other nOn-weStern
Native

29,1
28,7

11.5

10,2

Toble 2- lIet porticipation according to ethriicity, and gender200372004
(percentages)

Turks
Moroccans
Surinarnese
P,ntilleans
(prev.) Yugoslavs
Iraqi
Afghans
Iranians
Sornalians
Natives

Disability benefits (Wao, Waz and Waiong), social security (Abvs) and unemployment
(Ww, loaw and Ioaz.

*

Source: Cbs, StatLine

1f we just looked at the use of benefits from a social rights perspective, the
inain issue would be whether people from ethnic minority backgrounds have
the same rights as native people (see Morissens and Sainsbury, 2005 for such
a perspective). We could then come to the conclusion that t is relatively easy
to obtain social rights in the Netherlands, although more generous work
related benefits such as Unernployiment Insurance and Pensions (but not Dis
ability Benefit) have been more Out of reach. However, such a perspective does
not acknowledge the changeover in the legitirnacy of social security schenies.
In the 199os, a shift occurred from passive to active labour-rnarket policies;
employment became the key to social inclusion. In fact, «de-cornmodi[ication»
as a concept to measure the decency of the welfare state is nearly superseded
by new ideologies and policies. As in many European welfare states. the right

Media

Maschi

Fernmine

46
37
62

59
45
67

52

57

33
28
58
46

49
28
27

43
26
67

8

39

35
38

15

52

32

40

9

10

76

Source: Scp/Wodc/Cbs. 2005
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There are indeed differences in participation according to ethnicity and gender.
Table 2 shows that Surinarnese and Antilleans have a higher participation rate
than Turks, Moroccans and other groups (mostLy political refugees). This is
partlydue to the tact that Afro-Caribbean women are much more likely to be in
paid empLoyrnent. Sornalians, Afghans and Iraqi (refugee groups), are not par
ticipating well in the labour market, and this especially holds for wornen of
these origins. Uneniployed people have no chance to meet native Dutch at
work.
Even 1f they are en-tployed the chance of people of ethnic-minority origins
meeting native Dutch and vice versa is small, even though two-thirds of native

582

583

Dutch people say they are not against working together (Scp/hVodcfcbs,
Native employees work in organisations with on average only 6% non
western colleagues. Moroccans and Turks are much more likely to work to
gether: the rate in their organisations IS 20% (Scp/Wodc/Cbs 2006). Moreo
ver, some branches ernploy mnany non-western imnligrants, such as cleaning
services, whereas other branches are more exclusive such as the construction
industry (Roosblad and van der Meer, 2oo4). Besides, the more highly edu
cated people are, the less chance they have of meeting people from another
ethnic background. Less educated natives have more chance of meeting peo.
ple from armother etheic origin. This is the more ironic because more highly
educated people are generally more positive towards ethnic diversity and Iess
educated employees feel more resistance. In fact, t is at the lower end of the
labour market that cultural cliversity is more likely to result in tensions and
conflicts (Schaafsma, 2006).
2005).
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What can be considered as roost worr’jing is the tack of upward mobility in the
younger generation. The children of immigrants are not doing well either, coni
pared to the Us or some other European welfare states. In 2005, 25% of them
were unemployed, which is twice as high as the figure for native you ngsters.
What causes such high unemployinent is first of all their lower educational
level. Most imrnigrants in the Netherlands were not weil-educated; many of
theni were even illiterate. Compared to their parents, the younger generation is
indeed much better educated, yet the level of education is still not as high as
that of «native» Dutch youngsters, even though many of themri are bom in the
Netherlands. In 2005, Out of allyoungsters with an ethnic minority background,
only 36% had a start qualification, corimpared to 49% of native youngsters,
which is already a 10w level cornpared to other European countries (Oecd,
2006). When the economy is doing well, young people can get a job without a
start gualification, but it may be difficult to keep the job when the economy is
going down. Non-western youngsters are also over-represented in the [ower
eague of the educational systern (Vrn bo), which on top of that has a very nega
tive image. On the other hand, we can also observe a slow increase of Turks,
Moroccans, Surinamese and Antilleans youngsters in the higher educational
scheme: while in 1995 they only represented 5% of the students, in 2005 this
percentage iricreased to 9.1.
Parents play a vital role in enabling their children to move forward 1cm the edu
cational system. Although rnany immigrant parents focus on the school career
of their children, many of them do not have enough cultural capital to actually

support their children. The Dutch educational systemn clearly does not f111 this
gap, but reproduces socio-econornic and ethnic inequalities. This part of the
welfare state is not well-equipped to raise irnmigrants and their children, either
individually or as a group. This will be further discussed in the section on edu
cational policy.
Moreover, the level of education of ethnic minorities is only half of the story.
Highly educated people from ethnic minority groups do not reach the same
protessional level as native Dutch either. Highly educated refugees are unern
ployed en mnasse (Klaver et al., 2005). Cultural factors, which also relate to
power, are also important. Roth ernployees and employers have strong group
fantasies about the ideal worker. These images are often irnplicit. but some
times explicit. Half of Dutch employers, for instance, do not want to hire a
woman with a veil. Half of them prefer Eastern European immigrants as they
are supposed to be more niotivated and better adapted to Dutch culture than
the ethnic mninorities present now (Motivaction, 2004 and 2006). In addition, a
q uarter of employers of small and rnedium-sized enterprises do not want a per.
son with a different ethnic background (Kruisbergen en Veld, 2002). This resis
tance of employers is related to the reduction of uncertainties. In diffuse, un
predictable periods, eniployers want to know exactly what they are bringing in.
They show less trust in employees who look different, so they ernploy someone
who looks Like themselves or the personnel already af work. Employees are
sornetirnes against minority mnembers too, especially when they feel territori
aLly threatened and feel «they are taking over». Employers do not want to put
social cohesion at risk in the workpiace.
Soft skills
Often exclusion ofethnic mninorities is less blatant and relates to social codes
that rmewcorners do not know of. The recent policy trend towards assirnilation is
already in place at the workplace: half of native employees want ethnic rninori
ties to adapt to Dutch (workplace) culture before entering the firm (Schaafsma,
2005). A crucial concept in this epoch is that of «soft skills». Eniployers often
argue that peopte from ethnic minorities do not have the right soft skills
(Klaver et al., 2004; Schaafsnia, 2005). Soft skills are skills that relate to coop
eration and communication within the organisations (with managers and col
leagues) as well as with clients. tstotivation, presentation, comniunication are
considered as soft skills. Ina service-based economy, these skilIs are indeed of
growirmg importance. People from minority groups are seen as lacking such
skills, both managers and emnployees argue (Shaafsma, 2005). «1 think that
generally, in mny experience, they are not very good team players» and «they
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don’t show any enthusiasrn» or «they are not sufficiently independent». This is
what native Dutch employees said about ethnic niinority mernbers. Other re
marks relate to being insufficiently open to criticisni, inipolite, overly submis
sive and reserved, or reluctant to take the lead. In a few cases, however,
(rnainly in organisations with high-skill work) minority mernbers were regarded
as too assertive or as expressing «a wrong kind of assertiveness». (Schaafsma,
2005,
48).
Achieving soft skills should be an important task of the educational systern.
Pisa scores as well as Dutch educational policies are preoccupied with en
guage and mathematical skills, but soft skills are just as important for achiev
ing labour-market status. One remark bas to be made, however. The study of
Schaafsma also shows that skills are never «good enough». Soft skills are also
part of the cultural codes that are setting group boundaries and as a conse
quence exclude people. It may well be that as soon as the less powerful have
adopted these codes, the codes will change again.
Ethnic minorities also discussed the Dutch culture at werk. Schaafsma records
that native Dutch ware often considered too rude, impolite and overly direct.
They often wanteci to have friendly taiks about private matters. And the only
thing they wanted to know is whether the Turkish or f/loroccan employee is
«one of them». A Turkish woman: «In their view, we are 5till backward. Even
though they like me as a colleague. But for them, 1 arn, and will remain Turkish.
The first question they asked me was «have you been niarried off, too?» Then
you really don’t fit in even you think you do. (31-year old woman of Turkish ori
gin, skilled manual worker in a service organisation) (Schaafsma, 2005, p. 88).
For some nhigrants the employrnent organisation can become a source of pres
sure and lead to integration stress as both colleagues and managers always
show extra attention. Therefore these ethnic minorities are sometirnes labelled
as integration warriors (de Vries and Pettigrew, 1998). But in general Dutch
ethnic minorities are satisfied about the workpiace: it is important for them to
feel socially and economically integrated. Yet they feel better when there is
space for their own identity, their wishes and ideas and they do not have to
fully comply with Dutch codes (Schaafsma, 2005).
.
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Labour-market policy
To what extent do labour-market policies contribute to er underrnine «working
together». Labour law and social security should help create upviard (and
downward) mobility as well as contribute to bridging diversities between peo
ple. As a medicine against immobility, in Europa a major discussion is taking
place about the irnportance of «fiexicurity». Originally copied from Denmark, It

re[ers to a systeni in which people ten be hired and fired easily while people
are covered well by relatively generous social security and motivated through
active labour-niarket policies. This system offers flexibility to both employers
and eniployees. Mobility is then seen as a result of labour-market law as well
as social security, in which social security is not seen as a restriction on peo
ple’s rnotivation to work — as it is though in the Usa — but as a stepping-stone
for people to change jobs. Compared to other countries, including the Usa,
Dutch ernployees are moderately rnobile. They are more mobile than in France,
Germany and Sweden, less than in the Uk or Denmark. But a closer look re
veals that some people are more rnobile than others: while some are forced to
be rnobile, others move jobs voluntarily. Less educated people with short-term
contracts are often mobile, and also encounter downward mobility. People
from ethnic rninority backgrounds are also «forced» more into mobility. Older
people are definitely less mobile, especially when they are highly educated. In
other words: older, highly-educated men are the immobile insiders, people
from ethnic niinority backgrounds are rnobile outsiders (Scp/Wodc/Cbs, 2005;
Visser and van der Meer, 2007)
In the Netherlands labour law is relatively stringent cornpared to other coun
tries: it is relatively difficult to fire people who have ITfe-long contracts, many of
thern are older employees. The social security scheme offers generous, rela
tively long-term benefits, although this has changed in the last few decades.
Labour-market policy 15 also increasing, but has no long tradition in the Neth
erlands. This can partly explain the Iack of mobility. For inter-ethnic cohesion,
an increase of rnobility would be helpful. This could be a rnixture of changing
labour law as well as more active labour-market policy and mediation. Eniploy
ers need to be stirnulated to hire people from ethnic niinority backgrounds.
This needs not only investrnents to bring ernployers and employees together
bot also giving ernployers the possibility of Dring people easily. Dutch research
showed that after the first contact employers were much more positive about
ethnic minorities: unknown, unloved. In addition, a specitic generation of older
werkers needs to be more mobile, also because they are in charge of the cul
tural codes in organisations.
Positive action, quota systems or contract compliance have never been imple
mented in the Netherlands. The Conservative-corporatist model has limited
space for clear-cut state intervention: it may harm the fragile balance between
employers and employees. Instead in 1993 a law obliged employers to report
regularly on the breakdown of their staff by ethnic origins as well as their af
forts to increase the number of ernployees with a minority backgrotind. There
were no quota’s or sanctions and it was a kind of naming without shaming. As
employers refused to send the annual reports, the law was withdrawn in 2004
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(Entzinger, 2006). The so-caHed poldermodel which is based os cooperation
may also perhaps be the reason why anti-discriniination policy has not devel
oped well. Discrimination on the basis of ethnicity undermines social cohesion
and feelings of ernpathy. Most migrants in the Netherlands have the feeling
they are discriminated against, often not personally but as a group. Although
the number of complaints in general has not risen, this does not apply to corn
plaints about the labour market. Moroccans in particular feel they are discrimi
nated (Scp, 2006). In the Netherlands dear discrimination policy is not well de
veloped. The Comniission for Equal treatrnent has hardly any effective sanction
possibilities and anti-discrirnination policy on local levels has hardly developed
(Wrr, 2007).
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50 far we have seen some of the reasons why the labour market as a crucial
societal institution is unable to engender connectedness between inter-ethnic
groups. The educalional system is one of the reasons why meeting and mobil
ity does not occur. The next section will show why the Dutch school scheme is
very segregated.
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Another important site of meeting and rnobility is the educational system. In
the Netherlands segregation starts between the age of zero and four. Because
the labour-rnarket participation of Turkish and Moroccan mothers is much
lower than that of native and Surinarnese rnothers (see table 2) children go to
different places. White nearly 41% of Dutch children of working inothers go to a
child care centre, this percentage is higher for Antillean (62) and Surinaniese
children (46) but much lower for Turkish (22) and Moroccan () children (Scp,
2006; Keuzenkamp and Merens 2006). When their inothers work they are cared
for by their grandmother, otherwise they are at home or attend early education
programmes. As the table below shows (3) the rnajority of Turkish children
(51%) and 41°h of Moroccan children attend such
programnies, which is a hoge
increase compared to the end of the 19905. These programmes are important
for the upward mobility of the children: under a set of (hard to fulfil) conditions
children actually profit from early education as most children from a Turkish or
Moroccan background started with a learning deficit when they entered school.
But at the programine they will not meet any native Dutch children. The way
these services are financed and subsidised creates segregation rather than in
tegration. Childcare centres cater for working parents (and are therefore ex
pensive) while early education caters for children with language deficits. Al
though the latter may engender mobility, it hinders meeting.

.1

Table 3- Parficipation in early educotion (percentages)
Turks

Moruccans

Surinamese

Antilleans

1996

32

26

11

19

1995

42

24

10

22

2000

39

28

12

2002

51

41

24

Source: Scp/Wodc/Cbs

Native
less educated

Native
highly educated
1

3
6

2

30

4

2

17

13

5
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Primaryschools

Segregation is also visible when children grow older. The social psychologist
Verkuyten studied social cohesion at primary schools. He argued: «Contact
may help to break through the exclusive emphasis on one identity. Ethnic dif
ferences ras be pushed towards the background when shared interests,
shared rnotives develop. 0fl top of that, a shared feeling of «us» on the level of
the school can have positive effects on intergroup relations. «His empirical
study showed that native Dutch children had a more positive attitude towards
children with other ethnic backgrounds at black schools than children at white
schools had (Verkuyten and Tijs, 2002).
Since the 1970S the percentage of black schools (where 70% of children
come from a lo<v-educated irlinority background) has increased from 15% to
35%. Only a rninority of schools in the Netherlands is mixed and on many
schools only one ethriic population is dominant: the school is either Turkish,
or Moroccan, or native Dutch (Karsten et al., 2005). Two thirds of this segre
gation can Lie explained by ethnic segregation al neighbourhood level (Mus.
leid and van Kempen, 2000). Native Dutch left the inner cities (the so-called
svhite flight) while new irnmnigrant groups come in these old neighbourhoods.
And since most parents want to take their child to the neighbourhood they
live in, schools becarne either «while» or «black». The other one-third of the
explanation is caused by the tact that the Dutch school system offers par
ents the constitutional right to choose freely the school they want, In 2002
33 percent of the Dutch primary education was too «white» and 22 percent
loo «black>) compared to the neighbourhood population (Onderwijsraad,
2005).

\Jhite, highly educated parents in parlicular cause segregation, as they take
their children to schools outside their neighbourhood. Coenders et al., (2004)
show that highly educated parents show resistance when the majority of the
class tumns into a different colour. Although highly educated people are often
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seen as more tolerant (which also came to the fore in the section ori the
labour
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market) this is not the case when it concerns their children’s education.
But
highly educated parents do not want to experiment with their children,
pre
cisely because they know the selection mechanisni in the educational
systeni.
They know the cultural codes very well and will make sure their children
have
the same privileged position they have thernselves.
In the Netherlands an ongoing debate is taking place about the
constitutional
right to freedorn of eclucation. Already from 1848 onwards (although 1917

is often seen as the exact year) parents have had the rightto establish schoots
and
to choose a school which fits their religious beliefs. In the Netherlands,
but
Lh
also in Belgium, this was the result of the Schoolstrijd in the 19
century. Chris
tians demanded the right to organise education theniselves and vvanted par
ents to be able to choose the school that fitted their woridview while the State
paid. This has been labelled as «subsidised pluralism» and hetped
to pacify
different religious and liberal groups. Today freedom of educatiori is
bid down
in art. 23 of the Constitution. On top ofthat, art. iofthe Constitution lays
down
that discrimination on ethnicity is not allowed. This rneans that schools cannot
refuse children on the basis of ethnicity but this also entails that no school
er
municipality can develop policies or practices to mix children. The Dutch Con
stitution can be seen as a sword of Darnocles: every time a school or olunici
pality wants to take the initiative to mix pupils, parents can go to court and
demand freedom of education: they always win.

Mobility without meeting?
It may well be that niobility is raised without meeting. In other words, black
schools are just as good as white schools. According to the Pisa statistics
the
Nethertands is doing very well compared to many other Westerri countries (Oecd,
2006). Dutch pupils show high rates in all Pisa 5cores vhile
the budgets for edu
cation are relatively low. A closer look however shows that the variation be
tween children who are doing well and those who are not is very large, especially
compared to Scandinavian couritries. The fact that the Netherlands is doing
well
on average is caused by a small group of child ren who are doing extremnely well,
In
short, the Dutch school system may not be successful in ifting chitdren from
less
educated parefits, rnany ofthem children of nligrants (see also Wrr, 2006).
One reason may be that when children from lower econornic backgrounds
do
not meet children from middle-class backgrounds they do not team the middle
ctass values necessary to integrate into society. In addition, iftoo many chil
dren from lower-econorriic backgrounds have to learn together the learning
en
vironment is often more stressful and concentration is harder (Paulle,
2005).

Secondly, what happens after primary school is important. In the Netherlands
the educational systemn isvery differentiated. Child ren have to choose at a rela
tively young age (twelve) which trajectory he or she wants to follow. This is
different from the Scaridinavian comprehensive schemes where children re
main together longer. The probtem is not onty that children are no longer
mixed, selection also means that children may be trapped in the wrong truck.
This is relatively often the case for imnrigrant children, as their qualities are often underestiniated, (and more recently overestimaled) and they are not given
sutficient advice as to which choices they should make, In addition, it is not al
ways easyto rnove from onetracktoanother.
Maurice Crul (2007) studied different pathways of an ethnic group, the Turks,
in different welfare states. While child ren in France, and to a lesser extent Bel
giuni and the Netherlands seem to be attaining higher Ievels of education than
in Gerrmiany and Austria, the drop-out rates are much higher, hence the lack of
start qualifications in the Netherlands. This could be related, he writes, to the
fact that the educational systeni is too theoretical. School in the Netherlands is
thus not the place to meet, bul It does not produce mobility for children from
lower socio-econ omic backgmounds either.

6. Conciusiari: learning and workinQ togetherin the Dutch we/fare state
Wetfare states have always tried to bridge social distances between various
groups of people. Social Democratic welfare states and Conservative welfare
states to a lesser extent have been very successtut in reducing class differ
ences (Esping-Andersen, 1990; van Kersbergen, 1995). More mecent[y, welfare
states have focused on softening gender di[ferences, although some welfare
states have been more successful than others (see Kremer, 2007). Weltare
states also affect ethnic relations. but this has had less attention in welfame
state theory. This is the more necessary as in European societies ethnic ten
sions are increasingly feIt, particularly in the Netherlands.
This article has 5ought to study welfare states and ethnic relations through two
dimensions: i) mobility: to what extent social policies reduce insider/outsider
boundaries and 2) meeting: to what extent welfame states encourage people
from different ethnic groups to cooperate together. Mobility and meeting
psychological theories show— increase the possibility of identification between
individual group niembers. On both dimensions the Dutch welfare state is
performing poorly.
Labour-niarket policy is not dynamic enough to include ethnic minorities well.
In the past, social security was used as a route out of employment, although
—
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more recently employment has been considered to be the key activity for inte
gration. Due to the 10w level of qualifications of people from ethnic minority
groups, strong cuftural codes within organisations and legislation that makes It
difficult to fire the insiders, neither mobility nor meeting is established in the
Dutch labour niarket. Because of the Conservative-Corporatist model (the bal
ancing act between employers and ernployees) no fierce anti-discrimination or
positive action policy has developed.
The educational system also (aus short: due to ethnic differences in labour
market participation of women and diffe rent programmes for children, segrega
tion in the Netherlands already starts before children reach the age of four.
When children go to prirnary school they often go to «white» or to «black»
schools. The growing segregation in education can be explained by neighbour
hood segregation and the constitutional right for parents to choose a schooL
This right has been established to pacify religious groups, bul is now, ironi
cally, undermining identitication between rnembers of ethnic groups. An in
creasing number of highly educated white parents avoid schools with large
percentages of children from an ethnic minority background. This practice
undermines the possibility of going to school together, so that both native
and ethnic-minority children would be able to identify with each. Moreover,
since children of lower socio-economic background are put together they often suffer from a bad learning environment and they have fewer opportuni
ties to team the middle-class values that are necessary for mobility. Finally,
children have to choose their educational path relatively early (at the age
of
12), which not only produces (again) segregation, brit they are often
put on
the wrong track. Hence the high level of drop-outs, especiatly among ethnic
minority youngsters.
This is a rather gloomy picture of the Dutch welfare state. The positive news
is
that we know what should be on the agenda of the 21>’ century: policies that
produce inter-ethnic meeting and mobility. Such a welfare state may also
in
crease public support: not only amongst the native people, bul also among
immigrants and their children.
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